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12/16/2016 FAIL-SAFE 5th Anniversary Note – continued PART-4

Earth’s Inevitable Appointment with Eternal Destiny & Inevitably Awakening Humanity”
SECTION-1: EMERGING-Earth–Basic Fundamentals; Transposition Platforms and
The YhU-Rha’-Dha FORCE
Introducing:

-

The 4 Transposition Platforms
The Rainbow River 5 Essential Essences Transposition Flows
Emancipation-Transposition Passages
3 Domain Passage Sets
Passages Blend-Merger
The E-Lum’en-Air Field
The T.K.O & P.K.O. Seal Sets
Atomic E’Lum’en-ation
The YhU-Ri’-dhan Field
The YhU-Rha’-Dha Transplaneal Light-Body
The YhU-Rha’-Dha FORCE
EMERGING-Earth
The YhU-Rha’-Dha Awakening- EMERGENCE of the YhU-Rha’-Dha FORCE

Planetary Templar Grid Activations Announcement:
Between Late January-Early February 2017 the INITIATION of Cycle-Set-5: RECLAMATION begins.

The INITIATION of Cycle-Set-5: RECLAMATION
The YhU-Rha’-Dha AWAKENING: EMERGENCE of the YhU-Rha’-Dha FORCE –
The RAINBOW-WHITE KRYSTAL-LIGHT Activation.
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12/16/2016 FAIL-SAFE 5th Anniversary Note – continued PART-4

Earth’s Inevitable Appointment with Eternal Destiny & Inevitably Awakening Humanity”
Introductory Greeting – Guardian Material™ Transcriptions Progress

Hello Everyone,
It is such a relief and a JOY to finally be able to share with you the new Guardian Material™ transcriptions
contained in this posting attachment! It has taken me since my last Quick Check-In-1 Posting of 9/7/2016
to compile and complete transcription of the in-depth Guardian Material™ Excerpts presented in this FAILSAFE 5th Anniversary Note–PART-4 post, which “came in” simultaneously with even more detailed
information scheduled for FAIL-SAFE 5th Anniversary Note–PART-5 and beyond. The Topics and basic
Subject Matter contained in THIS “PART-4 Posting” are listed briefly one the cover page.
Guardian Material™ transcription on this “HE’-TUe Long-Run Time-Wave” that has been running in Earth’s
Templar since the “Pan-Pan Dance” Activation triggered 3-4/2015, seems to “take forever” because the
information is so detailed, in-depth and vast in amount, and the data “downloads” with several data-blocklines at once. I do not enjoy the experience of having so much time pass before sharing the Guardians™
newest information with you; perhaps I will find this less displeasing when I have made greater progress
within my “personal lessons of PATIENCE” ☺.
Since childhood, the Guardians’ “theoretical perspective” has been my personal “Spiritual Calling”, and
transcription of the Guardian Material™ transmissions has been my “Life Passion” for over 20 years. I am
also “Wildly Passionate” about sharing the Guardians’ information with “anyone out there whom cares”,
because I know from personal experience how Personally Empowering and Spiritually Transformative the
Guardian Worldview can be. I find joy in sharing the Gift of this exploration opportunity with others, so that
it may facilitate them, as it has done for me, in creating a more Awakened Life Journey and more Fulfilling
Life…& potentially… After-Life… Experience.
For those of you “out there” who care about the Guardian Material™, and whom may share my displeasure
with having to “now wait much longer for next new-data release”, the Guardians would like us all to know
that they “have not forgotten or abandoned us”, and that they believe we will find the progression of new
“HE’-TUe Wave long-run material” transcripts will be ultimately, in the long-run, “worth the wait”.
Personally, I am fully aware that the Guardians “have not forgotten or abandoned us”, as I spend many
hours most days in open communication and transcription with them. But for people not yet in open
communication with the EAAC-AMCC-MCEO-GA Guardians, the long periods between postings and new
data-release my seem troubling, so the Guardians wanted me to pass on this reassurance to you. Regarding
both the Guardians, and also we here at ARhAyas Productions, …. “We are Still Here, We are Still With
You, … and We ARE Still STANDING...Brave & Happy ... All-ways in service to the Eternal-Life 1st–Creation
Agenda! ☺”.
My back-log of in progress-open in-depth data-block Guardian Material™ transcriptions is growing huge
and rapidly since early 2015, and even more intensively since 12/1/2015 when the “Triumphs” engaged.
The HE’-TUe Wave data-download-wave is synchronized and regulated by environmental Frequencyconditions occurring in Earth’s Planetary Shields and Plasma Time-Templates, so completion of data-block

transcription and sequencing is partially dependent upon these factors. Public release of new Guardian
Material™ is also directly influenced by the factor that the Guardians most often choose their new-data
release dates to correspond, or EarthCync™, with specific Interactive Frequency Activations that are, or
will soon be, taking place within Earth Templar & Templates. When next-level new Guardian Material™
transcriptions are released soon before, or during, important Interactive Planetary Grid Activations, it
prepares and allows people to better understand, and to interact with if they choose, the Planetary Grid
Frequency-Activations as the Activations are occurring.
The Guardians choice for the release date of the new the Guardian Material™ Excerpts featured in this
FAIL-SAFE 5th Anniversary Note–PART-4 post, arose from both the factor of environmental Frequencyconditions in Earth’s Templar (A “Temporary Dark-River Grid-Muck Yuck” that we’ll address in later
writings), and the factor of the Guardians choosing to EarthCync™ this new-data release with important
new Planetary Templar & Template Activations that will be soon unfolding in Late-January- EarlyFebruary 2017. In this regard, by releasing this new data now, the Guardians are “giving us a Heads-Up”,
preparing us to better understand the complexity, dynamics and significance of the Triumphantly Amazing
Things what will soon be unfolding in Earth’s Planetary Templar-Templates, and providing us with the
preliminary conceptual foundations to Interact with these Planetary Grid Activations when they arrive in 12/2017. The Planetary Templar–Templates Frequency Activations that will take place sometime in LateJanuary- Early-February 2017 (Guardians will provide prior notice to precise dates, when they become
known to them.) are referred to as:
The INITIATION of Cycle-Set-5: RECLAMATION
The YhU-Rha’-Dha AWAKENING: EMERGENCE of the YhU-Rha’-Dha FORCE –
The RAINBOW-WHITE KRYSTAL-LIGHT Activation.

Late-January- Early-February 2017
These soon-coming YhU-Rha’-Dha AWAKENING Planetary Grid Events are part of yet another Essential
Expedition of Earth’s Planetary Triumph-Early-Onset Planetary Emancipation Cycle and the TRIUMPH of
Triumph-Universal Grand Salvage Mission. The YhU-Rha’-Dha AWAKENING Grid Events are ….”YhU-ge” in
scope, complexity and implications, and will require us to rapidly accelerate our KDDL™ EarthCync™
Programs. Due to the Temporary Dark-River Grid-Muck Yuck Templar Events that have been occurring
since their 10/2015 start, the Guardians have requested that we wait until the coming Late-January- EarlyFebruary 2017 YhU-Rha’-Dha AWAKENING “SUPER-Frequency Events”, before resuming any of our
EarthCync™ Programs.
In order for any of us to understand how ….”YhU-ge” the YhU-Rha’-Dha AWAKENING “SUPER-Frequency
Events” really are, and because of the technical complexity of the nature of these Events and their intrinsic
processes, the Guardians have provided me with the sequence of how they would like their information to
be released. As an attachment with this Posting we have included a 29-page Excerpt Compilation that will
help to provide some fundamental concepts pertaining to the nature of the YhU-Rha’-Dha AWAKENING
Events and many interrelated things. It is “Where they would like us to begin”. This Excerpt Compilation is
called “SECTION:1” in a much longer 8-SECTION document I have been transcribing from the Guardians
beginning in 9/2015. The data in SECTION:1 is quite technical in nature, but the Guardians believe this
sequence will best prepare us for understanding the dynamics of the Planetary Events that are occurring.
Even if the “mechanics dynamics” might seem a bit complex, you will “still pick up the frequencies just by
reading through it”. I hope you enjoy the Guardians SECTION:1 Introductory Selection.

Happy Announcement – KDDL™2
Before we move on to the more in-depth subject matter of the SECTION:1 Excerpts Compilation, we at
ARhAyas Productions are very happy to announce the new product release of our “KDDL™ Element2/ShiftMasters™-2 Intro: BEING THERE, BEING HUMAN, BEING PRESENT” DVD +Manual. This new product
was filmed during the March 21-August 28, 2015 KDDL™-2 Livestream, and after many months of DVD
rendering and diagram cleanup, this product is finally ready for release. The double-length+ “KDDL™2/ShiftMasters™-2 Intro” product includes 12DVDs + 1 Technique-CD, totaling 28 hours of video, and a
huge 380 page Manual (Color-Printed Binder Manual or Digital Download PDF) featuring a myriad of
detailed essential diagrams, Codes and texts that were presented in the KDDL™ Element-2/ShiftMasters™-2
Intro Livestream. Our new “KDDL™-2/ShiftMasters™-2 Intro” package, especially when combined with the
much shorter “KDDL™ Element-1” package (Livestream Filmed 12/21+/2014; 5 DVDs, 1 Technique MP3, 75
page PDF Chart Pack), serves as a Beginners Fast-Track Entry Portal to exploration of the most recent
essential Guardian Material™ foundation concepts, techniques and perspectives. Our “tiny but mighty”
Team at ARhAyas Productions have worked diligently to make this “KDDL™-2/ShiftMasters™-2 Intro”
product available to you ASAP, …. this took a massive amount of work-time, and we are excited that it is
now available for purchase on our website, for those interested in exploring (Please visit us at
www.arhayas.com for product program content description).
Now on to more in-depth subject matter, of the of the SECTION:1 Excerpts Compilation, and the LateJanuary- Early-February 2017 YhU-ge Planetary Grid Events of The INITIATION of Cycle-Set-5: RECLAMATION:
The YhU-Rha’-Dha AWAKENING: EMERGENCE of the YhU-Rha’-Dha FORCE – The RAINBOW-WHITE KRYSTAL-LIGHT
Activation. We hope to post the SECTION:2 Excerpts Compilation-Titled “The HUMAN Element”,
sometime in January-2017, prior to the The YhU-Rha’-Dha AWAKENING.

“Till Then,
EFFI Smiles, Spirit’s Blessings and May the YhU-Rha’-Dha FORCE BE With You!
E’Asha Ashayana Arhayas

